The Saliency Model Implementation Library for Experimental Research (SMILER) is a new software package which provides an open, standardized, and extensible framework for maintaining and executing computational saliency models. This work drastically reduces the human effort required to apply saliency algorithms to new tasks and datasets, while also ensuring consistency and procedural correctness for results and conclusions produced by different parties. At its launch SMILER already includes twenty three saliency models (fourteen models based in MATLAB and nine supported through containerization), and the open design of SMILER encourages this number to grow with future contributions from the community. The project may be downloaded and contributed to through its GitHub page: https://github.com/ tsotsoslab/smiler
Introduction
Many aspects of modern scientific research are heavily dependent on software. This dependence raises a number of challenges, including the fact that software developed primarily for research is often difficult or time consuming to set up and execute, and may include undocumented assumptions, parameters, or conflicting requirements which present a major impediment to research sharing and reproducibility [23, 4] . The field of saliency research is an area in which many of these challenges may be seen: over the past two decades there has been a dramatic increase in both the number and nature of computational saliency models.
Not only does this volume make it increasingly difficult for researchers to effectively explore and test the landscape of different approaches to saliency modeling, the lack of a standard interface to each model increases the likelihood that any given model may be incorrectly or erroneously configured, leading to mistaken or inconsistent results in the saliency literature.
For example, Table 1 shows scores computed by the similarity (SIM) metric [35] as calculated in three different studies (Vig et al. [55] , Wang and Shen [56] , and Berga and Otazu [5] ) on the Toronto dataset [10] . Note that not only do the scores not match for even a single algorithm across any two studies, but also the rank order of performance shifts. For instance, Vig et al. find that their eDN model [55] outperforms the CAS model [24] both with and without added center bias, whereas Wang and Shen find that CAS outperforms eDN. Similarly, Vig et al. find that with center bias added, AWS [22] outperforms AIM [10] which outperforms GBVS [28] , and without center bias added the order shifts from best to worst to be GBVS, AIM, AWS. Neither ordering, however, agrees with the results of Berga and Otazu, who find a ranking of best to worst for these three models to be GBVS, AWS, and then AIM.
Note that we are not accusing any authors of impropriety or misconduct, but rather are simply highlighting that without standardization three different studies give rise to three different sets of scores and rankings. This may be further explained through an example of parameter handling: several saliency algorithms have been shown to operate best over colour spaces alternative to RGB, including the Covariance-based Saliency (CVS) model [18] , the Image Signature (IMSIG) model [30] , and the Saliency Detection by Self-Resemblance (SSR) model [50] which all operate best in the CIELAB colour space, and the Quaternion-based Spectral Saliency (QSS) model [49] which performs best using YUV colour. However, the original model code released by each method's authors handles image input completely differently. CVS expects as input a string argument specifying an image path, then loads the image and converts it to CIELAB space internally. SSR expects as input an image variable in RGB format, which is converted to CIELAB space internally. IMSIG expects as input an image variable in RGB format, which is converted to CIELAB or DKL colour space when provided with an optional parameter setting (when no parameter is provided, IMSIG will process the image in RGB, despite the recommendation of the authors to use CIELAB space). QSS expects an image variable as input, but provides no internal image conversions; the model authors recommend that YUV format be used, and the conversion is expected to be performed by the user before calling the QSS model code. No one approach is any more correct than any other, but this lack of standardization places a non-negligible burden on users and can easily lead to errors or oversights in which a user believes they have configured the models to operate in the desired colour spaces but some subset of models is actually not being applied as expected. When one takes into account the number of additional parameters which must be controlled (such as numerical scaling of saliency map output, post-processing smoothing, the application of a center prior, or any modelspecific settings), the burden of use and chance for error is only further compounded. Likewise, for any hope of reproducibility, these parameters must all be exhaustively documented (which, unfortunately, has not always been the case within the literature).
Recent years have also seen a shift in model development toward methods which rely on deep learning networks. While many of these methods achieve very high benchmark performance, they also introduce a new practical challenge for the dissemination and sharing of code. In order to operate in a reasonable timeframe, most deep learning algorithms require a significant share of their computation to take place on a graphical processing unit (GPU). This necessitates that a user not only has access to GPU hardware, but also has the appropriate libraries installed which will allow access to the GPU for calculations. Unfortunately, the setup processes of different GPU scientific computing libraries as part of the same development environment are often fairly involved and daunting for non-experts. Likewise, there is a lack of standardization, and frequently the libraries necessary to run one model will be incompatible with the libraries required for another model. For example, oSALICON [53] is implemented in Caffe [34] , while DeepGaze II [36] is implemented in TensorFlow [3] ; as of the time of this writing, following the official setup documentation for one project interferes with the setup of the other. While running both libraries on the same system is possible, it requires knowledge that goes beyond the official documentation. Therefore, not only will the installation of even a single model likely be a large barrier of entry for a user who is not actively pursuing work with deep learning-based development, but also providing simultaneous access to a general-purpose library of saliency models is extremely difficult without isolating incompatible model dependencies from each other. Due to potentially frail assumptions regarding backward compatibility, there is a significant risk that important contributions may be lost to time or not explored in sufficient detail owing to the need to operate within a specific ecosystem.
Our work aims to facilitate research efforts in computational salience by addressing these software challenges. We do so by introducing the Saliency Model Implementation Library for Experimental Research (SMILER). SMILER provides library-like functionality for saliency models, standardizing the input, output, and parameter specifications for each model, and isolating incompatible model components from each other. At the time of this publication SMILER supports twenty three models: Attention by Information Maximization (AIM) [10] , Adaptive Whitening Saliency (AWS) [22] , Boolean Map Saliency (BMS) [61] , Context Aware Saliency (CAS) [24] based an open implementation [54] , Covariance-based Saliency (CVS) [18] , DeepGaze II (DGII) [36] , Deep Visual Attention Prediction (DVAP) [56] , Dynamic Visual Attention (DVA) [31] , Ensemble of Deep Networks (eDN) [55] , Fast and Efficient Saliency Detection (FES) [52] , Graphbased Visual Saliency (GBVS) [28] , Intensity Contrast Features (ICF) [37] , the Itti-Koch-Niebur Saliency Model (IKN) [33] , Image Signature (IMSIG) [30] , Learning Discriminative Subspaces (LDS) [20] , a Deep Multi-Level Network (MLNet) [15] , an open implementation [53] of Saliency in Context [32] (oSALICON), Quaternion-Based Spectral Saliency (QSS) [49] , RARE2012 [47] , Saliency Attentive Model (SAM) [16] , Saliency Detection by SelfResemblance (SSR) [50] , Saliency using Generative Adversarial Networks (SalGAN) [45] , and Saliency Using Natural statistics (SUN) [62] . This set provides a broad representative sample of models popular in the saliency research community focused on fixation prediction, and the system is designed to be easily extensible with additional models.
Related Work
The rapid expansion in saliency model numbers has been met in at least one area by a concerted effort at consolidation and standardization: performance benchmarking. Starting with a number of isolated benchmark surveys (e.g. see [7, 8, 35, 47] ), this effort eventually culminated with the establishment of the MIT Saliency Benchmark [12] , a con-Reference [55] [56]
[5] eDN [55] 0.573/0.487 0.40 -CAS [24] 0.555/0.427 0.44 -AWS [22] 0.558/0.407 -0.352 GBVS [28] [10] as reported by three recent publications (note that [55] report two scores, one with added center bias and one without). -indicates that a model was not run in that particular study. Note that we are not claiming any wrong-doing on the parts of these studies, but rather pointing out that each study likely executed these models in slightly different ways, leading to inconsistent results and a substantial challenge for reproducibility in the literature.
tinually updated ranking of saliency algorithm performance over a pair of curated benchmark datasets.
While these benchmarking efforts have provided an important overview of progress in the field of fixation prediction and an impartial ranking of models, the scope of this effort has remained predominantly focused on comparative performance evaluation. The MIT Saliency Benchmark does helpfully provide an index of links to code which has been released by model authors, but the onus of handling setup and operation of each different model's code remains with the user. SMILER, therefore, provides a complementary service to the saliency community; rather than focus on standardizing evaluations of performance, SMILER seeks to standardize the execution of model code and thereby enable exploration of additional research avenues not encapsulated by current benchmarks.
It should be noted that the current collection of models supported by SMILER consists of models which focus on pixel-wise assignment of conspicuity values and which have been predominantly applied to the domain of human fixation prediction. There are, however, other branches of saliency model research, such as salient object detection (e.g. see [14] for an early example, and [26] for an overview and recent survey). Likewise, the models included are predominantly focused on saliency prediction over static scenes, but there is nevertheless significant interest in saliency over dynamic stimuli (e.g. see [42, 40, 60] ). This focus on models which are more representative of fixation prediction over static images is not intended to dismiss or ignore these other research avenues, but rather is meant to form a solid base for the SMILER platform.
Our Contributions
SMILER provides two primary benefits to the saliency research community: reducing the burden of use for code execution, and promoting the consistency and reproducibility of experimental results. The first step in achieving these goals is the establishment of a common model-independent application programming interface (API). In order to make this API as effective as possible in facilitating a wide range of research, we ensure the following qualities:
• It should be possible to run each algorithm in a default mode which requires minimal user input or selection of settings, providing an intuitive mode which can be used without expert-level algorithmic familiarity. At the most basic level of function, a model should expect only that an input image is specified, and it should return as output a saliency map corresponding to that image. By default, this saliency map should be the same height and width as the input image.
• As much as possible, there should be no loss in the flexibility of parameter options available for each individual model. While it is not possible to have a common set of parameters for each algorithm, to reduce the complexity of operation as much as possible it should be possible to selectively choose which parameters to manually specify, with unspecified parameters automatically populated with default values (thereby allowing for a smooth transition from fully default mode through to fully user-specified operations).
By creating a standard interface for model execution, we allow users to learn a single API rather than one for each model. The flexible method for parameter specification allows researchers to engage with models at a variety of levels of depth, from novel benchmarking work using default settings through to the analysis of model behaviour over a range of parameter settings.
By standardizing model execution, we also ensure that when researchers run a given model with particular settings, they are sure to get the same results as when another researcher runs the same model with the same settings. If both researchers were expected to independently set up and execute the model using their own custom scripts, it is entirely possible for unintentional bugs or oversights to lead to inconsistencies between them. Of course, it is entirely possible for SMILER to contain bugs, but by fostering an open and centralized repository for saliency model code, we ensure that when bugs are found and corrected this correction is distributed to all users.
With a straightforward and flexible code base for easily executing a large ecosystem of saliency models, we envision a number of research directions which SMILER can support, including but not limited to:
• Performance benchmarking on applications outside of fixation prediction for which saliency may be applicable, but extensive performance testing is not currently available. Examples include:
-Anisotropic image or video compression (e.g. [17, 58, 25, 27] ) -Defect detection (e.g. [41, 6] ) -Image cropping (e.g. [51] ) or retargeting (e.g.
[63]) -Image domains outside the natural images which form the bulk of fixation datasets, such as websites [43] or satellite imagery [21] -Image quality assessment (e.g. [39, 59, 38] ) -Robotic navigation (e.g. [13, 48] ) or search (e.g.
[46])
• Saliency model evaluation for other attentional aspects beyond fixation prediction, such as the psychophysical evaluations proposed in Bruce et al. [11] .
• Increasing the robustness of conclusions for research which compares experimental findings in psychology or neuroscience to saliency algorithms (e.g. [44, 29, 57] ) by allowing comparison against many saliency models rather than a single one.
Design Overview
In order to leverage as wide a range of existing saliency model implementations as possible, as well as to support researchers with different degrees of computational and software resources available to them, SMILER is comprised of two major programming language components: a MAT-LAB component and a command-line interface (CLI) implemented in Python. The MATLAB component comes with a subset of available models and is fully cross-platform so long as the computer supports the MATLAB environment and the user has access to the appropriate licenses for MATLAB and any specific toolboxes required by a given model. The CLI is currently only supported for the Linux operating system, but provides access to the full suite of SMILER models, both MATLAB and deep learning. In order to foster open software development and move away from proprietary software systems, the CLI will be the primary focus of future development for the SMILER project, with an emphasis on adding models that do not depend on a MATLAB license. To minimize code drift across multiple interfaces, all models included in SMILER contain a configuration and information file described in Section 2.1.
Prior to the shift in algorithm development toward deep learning models, the majority of saliency models were released for the MATLAB programming environment. As a consequence, early development of SMILER was also based in MATLAB. However, the need to handle deep learning models which are predominantly implemented in languages other than MATLAB necessitated a shift to another language. Nevertheless, it was felt that it would not be desirable to drop the MATLAB specific structure which is already in place, as there are many users who would prefer to operate within the MATLAB environment (for example, many researchers are already familiar with MATLAB through the use of tools such as the PsychToolbox [9] , and may prefer to keep their research efforts in the same programming environment). Therefore, the design of SMILER retains MATLAB functionality for all algorithms available in the MATLAB environment, as well as a functional MAT-LAB interface for executing these models. The SMILER CLI utilizes the MATLAB's Python API to allow invocation of MATLAB models in the background, without using the full MATLAB graphical user interface.
Whether one is working through MATLAB or the SMILER CLI, the general principles of SMILER operation remain the same, and the details of operation are kept as close as possible given the different nature of the MAT-LAB Integrated Development Environment (IDE) and the CLI. An overview of operation for the MATLAB interface is given in Section 2.2, and for the SMILER CLI in Section 2.3. Due to the more extensive support of saliency models and support for YAML-based experiment specification (discussed more thoroughly in Section 2.3), we would encourage users to preferentially use the CLI. SMILER attempts as closely as possible to maintain the originally intended functionality of each model. However, there are times when this is not possible. For example, although expecting the output map to be the same height and width as the input image seems like a straightforward assumption, it is not the default behaviour of all algorithms. Some models automatically resize input images to a specified size, and return this size as output, whereas others such as SUN [62] make a point of returning only the portion of the image for which output is valid without image padding (trimming the half-width of the feature kernels from the image border). Although this inconsistency between input and output size may be a distinct choice by the model designers with a clear justification, for the purposes of SMILER it was felt that ensuring a common behaviour across algorithms was the more important consideration and therefore SMILER will re-scale or pad as appropriate the saliency maps to be the same dimensions as the original input image.
Models for which the full source code has been released are preferred candidates for inclusion in SMILER, as this allows for more robust crowd-sourced bug checking, access to the full range of algorithm parameters (particularly for post-processing steps such as smoothing), and aids in future code maintenance (for example, the use of deprecated functions which are no longer supported by MATLAB or third party libraries). It should be noted, however, that several models are nevertheless included despite only having access to a pre-compiled version, namely AWS [22] , FES [52] , and RARE2012 [47] . The pre-compiled version of CAS [24] provided by the original study authors is not compatible with SMILER, and therefore an open source implementation [54] has been used. In a similar vein, code for the SAL-ICON model [32] is not available at the time of this writing, but we include the oSALICON [53] implementation which is based on the original model.
A Common Format for Information and Configuration
There are a number of parameters and controls for preand post-processing of saliency maps which are common to many or all models. As well, each model in SMILER requires several important attributes to be associated with it, including citation information and model-specific parameters. In order to provide this information in a manner which is extensible to the inclusion of future model properties or specifications and independent of the specific programming interface accessing the model, several JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) configuration files are used. JSON is an open standard for providing human-readable attribute-value pairs, and provides an effective format for storing model information in SMILER.
Listing 1: An example global parameter specification from the dictionary contained in config.json. "do_smoothing": { "default": "default", "description": "Specification for postprocessing smoothing. 'default' uses whatever smoothing step is provided by the originally released model code. 'none' turns off post-processing smoothing (though it should be noted that some implicit smoothing (eg. through image resizing) will remain). 'custom' smooths the map with a specified kernel. 'proportional' smooths the map with a kernel sized to the major dimension of the image.", "valid_values": ["default", "none", " custom", "proportional"] } Parameters which affect the execution of a majority of SMILER models are referred to as global and are described in a config.json file in the root of the SMILER directory. These parameters and their default values are shown in Table 2 . Listing 1 shows an example JSON parameter specification. The user shouldn't need to modify these JSON files directly, as they contain specifications for the SMILER system. The user should specify parameters at run-time via the MATLAB interface or with a YAML experiment file passed to the SMILER CLI.
As can be seen, parameters are defined as a nested dictionary. Each parameter is populated with three fields: default, description, and valid values. The default field is used when no other source of parameter specification is available. The description and valid values fields are intended for human consumption; each SMILER interface provides a method for accessing and displaying this information to a user (detailed in Section 2.2 for the MATLAB interface and Section 2.3 for the CLI). The description field provides a brief explanation for the role the parameter plays in the calculation of a saliency map, while the valid values field provides either an explicit set of available parameter assignments (e.g. for the scale output parameter there are three options: min-max, none, or normalized) or a specified range (e.g. an "Integer greater than 0" for smooth size). Maximum saliency value in the map, only used when scale output is set to min-max color space "default" "RGB", "gray", "YCbCr", "LAB", "HSV"
Specification for pre-processing conversion of the image color channels. Each model includes additional model-specific information in a smiler.json file included in the root of its subfolder. An example smiler.json file is shown in Listing 2.
As can be seen, each file contains information providing both the SMILER shortened designation for the model (in this case, AIM) as well as its full name and citation information. model type allows the code to easily check whether pre-requisites are available to execute the code (for example, if the MATLAB engine is not installed, SMILER will skip MATLAB-based models with a warning rather than an execution error). model files provides SMILER with a list of any files required for the model execution (e.g. network weights for a CNN-based model). Model-specific parameters are specified using the same system as the global parameters in config.json. Additionally, some models contain a notes field which includes human-readable information pertinent to the specific model (such as recommendations by the original model authors or additional information which may be of use to a user).
SMILER is programmed to take a flexible approach to parameter specification, populating parameter fields according to a priority order. This order is, from greatest to least precedence: user specified values (provided at runtime, or via YAML experiment file), model-specific default values (defined in model's smiler.json specification), and global default values (defined in SMILER's internal config.json).
Overview of MATLAB Interface
In order to help users navigate and use the code base provided by SMILER, a number of helper functions are provided. This section describes the supporting code base for the MATLAB portion of SMILER; the suite of tools which support the CLI are described in Section 2.3.
The primary helper file is the installation file, iSMILER.m. This file adds all other helper functions and all bundled MATLAB-based models to the MATLAB path. By default, this installation will not save the changes to the path beyond the current session, but a user may optionally specify that path changes should be permanent by calling:
Should users have permanently modified the path and later change their mind, SMILER path changes may be undone by using the uninstall function provided in the file unSMILER.m.
The function smiler info provides a text interface in MATLAB for a user to query parameter information. This may be called without any arguments or using the string argument 'global' to receive information about global parameters, or a specific MATLAB-based model may be specified as the input argument and the model-specific parameter and citation information for that model will be displayed.
In order to bring each included algorithm into compliance with the common API of SMILER, the code for each model is encapsulated in a wrapper function with the format [model name] wrap.m, where [model name] is a string selected from the following available list of included algorithms:
• AIM: Attention by Information Maximization [10] • AWS: Adaptive Whitening Saliency [22] • CAS: Context Aware Saliency [24] , using the implementation by [54] • cG: A centered Gaussian prior • CVS: Covariance-based Saliency [18] • DVA: Dynamic Visual Attention [31] • FES: Fast and Efficient Saliency [52] • GBVS: Graph-Based Visual Saliency [28] • IKN: The Itti-Koch-Niebur Saliency Model [33] • IMSIG: Image Signature [30] • LDS: Learning Discriminitive Subspaces [20] • QSS: Quaternion-Based Spectral Saliency [49] • RARE2012: A multi-scale rarity-based saliency model [47] • SSR: Saliency Detection by Self-Resemblance [50] • SUN: Saliency Using Natural statistics [62] Each function operates with the following function call:
where the input image is either a string specifying the file path of an image or is a variable containing image data, and output map is a single-channel saliency map with the same height and width as the image specified by input image. params is an optional input variable in the MATLAB structure format which provides a mechanism for specifying parameter values. As mentioned in Section 2.1, every model's behaviour is governed by a set of parameters which are specified as key-value pairs. If no parameter structure is provided, the wrap function will automatically populate the parameter settings with default values appropriate for the given model. If some but not all parameters are specified in the input, then the wrap function will likewise operate with default values for any unspecified structure elements.
A basic example showing the explicit calculation of four models (AIM, AWS, IKN, QSS) on an input image specified by a path string is given in Listing 3. This can be written more conveniently as a loop, iterating over the same set of models and executing each in turn and saving the saliency map as a separate image.
Listing 4: Example MATLAB script using SMILER to calculate saliency maps for the AIM, AWS, IKN, and QSS models.
Note that the code makes use of the MATLAB feval function to dynamically execute code based on a string argument, which allows for a simple interface for scripting and batch execution.
Sample 4 can be easily extended if specific parameters for some models are desired. For example, if a user wanted to use one of the other learned ICA filter bases for the AIM algorithm and wanted QSS to operate over the HSV colour space (but were otherwise fine with all other default parameters), then the modified version of the script shown in Listing 5 could be used.
Listing 5: Example MATLAB script using SMILER to calculate saliency maps for the AIM and QSS models with customized parameters.
Note that whether the parameter is model-specific or global, the method of user specification is the same (in this example the user specifies AIM's model-specific parameter AIM filters, whereas for QSS it is the global parameter color space which is specified).
All the above samples assumes that the iSMILER function has already been run, and therefore all wrapper functions are available on the MATLAB path. Additional examples are available as part of the SMILER GitHub repository.
Overview of SMILER CLI
Although the MATLAB interface is fully functional and supports all MATLAB-based models, the CLI is the recommended method of use, and future extensions to the SMILER library will likely be focused in this direction. Not only does this help migrate SMILER away from software requiring a proprietary license (MATLAB), but it also provides a more flexible platform for extension and experiment design which better supports protocol documentation.
The SMILER CLI is based on a core structure of functions which provide an interactive text-based interface to users. This includes commands to manage the containerized images for the available non-MATLAB models (see Section 3.2 for more details on model isolation and containerization), which at the time of this writing include the following models:
• BMS: Boolean Map Saliency [61] • DVAP: Deep Visual Attention Prediction [56] • DGII: DeepGaze II [36] • eDN: Ensemble of Deep Networks [55] • ICF: Intensity Contrast Features [37] • MLNet: Deep Multi-Level Network [15] • oSALICON: Open-source Saliency in Context [53] , based on the original model by [32] • SAM: Saliency Attentive Model [16] • SalGAN: Saliency using Generative Adversarial Networks [45] SMILER's CLI is designed to function in a Linux environment. The library is interacted with using commands with the following pattern:
where [OPTIONS] and [ARGS] are command-specific options and arguments to modify program behaviour. The SMILER commands available are as follows:
• clean: Deletes downloaded files and docker images.
• download: Downloads model files and docker images.
• info: Provides information on SMILER models.
• run: Runs model(s) on images in a directory.
• shell: Runs a shell interface appropriate to the model environment.
• version: Displays SMILER version information.
Further information about the usage of any command can be obtained by appending the --help flag.
Although users may directly use the CLI to conduct experiments and generate saliency maps with SMILER, the CLI additionally supports experiment specification using YAML. This is the recommended method of operation, as it allows a user to maintain explicit records of experimental settings and protocols through stored YAML specification files.
YAML is a data serialization language designed to be easily written, read, and understood by humans. SMILER uses YAML files to specify experiments. These YAML specification files are composed of two sections: an experiment, which provides global specification details, and one or more experimental runs, which provide details for a specific algorithm call. An example is presented in Listing 6. The name and description fields are primarily for user records, and facilitate organization and sharing of experimental protocols by providing a lightweight document which can easily be created and stored for each experiment conducted and run on any system with SMILER installed. input path is the folder which contains the images to be processed in this particular experiment. base output path provides a root location for output maps to be saved, which by default will be placed in a subfolder at this location named for the algorithm that produced it (e.g. in listing 6 DGII and oS-ALICON will be saved in /tmp/test out/DGII and /tmp/test out/oSALICON respectively).
YAML specification introduces an additional layer to parameter precedence. The parameters field within the experiment field provides a way to set customized values which will be used for all runs, but these may be overridden for a specific run by adding a parameters field to that run. This is demonstrated in the example shown in Listing 6; all runs are set to be performed without smoothing based on the parameter specification under the experiment field, but the first run using AIM overrides this specification and instead uses default smoothing parameters. In this case, both AIM runs are include output path fields which will override the default behaviour using base output path. In the provided example, DGII will be run without any additional specifications beyond those provided in the experiment field, while oSALICON will be run with an additional specification of the color space parameter (since there is no color space specification under experiment, all other runs will use the built-in SMILER default: RGB).
3. Further Implementation Details and Requirements
MATLAB Implementation
In addition to the interface functions mentioned in Section 2.2, a number of support functions are provided which are used internally by either the function wrappers or user-level helper functions (such as image loading functions which will work with either a path specification or an array variable containing image data). These functions are primarily intended for SMILER's internal use, and therefore users should not expect to interact with them directly. This includes the jsonlab toolbox [19] for interacting with the configuration files.
We recommend using 2016a-2017b versions of MAT-LAB. Other versions may not fully support all available MATLAB models or SMILER code (for example, the precompiled AWS model, for which no source code is available, does not function in newer versions of MATLAB due to the deprecation of the princomp function).
Command Line Interface (CLI)
As mentioned in Section 1, deep learning libraries are not always compatible on the same system, which presents a challenge for executing deep learning-based saliency models which rely on incompatible libraries. To solve this issue, SMILER makes use of containerization, which is also known as operating system level virtualization. This method creates isolated user-space instances called containers that share the same OS kernel and drivers, but are otherwise separated. Thus, each model may be fully encapsulated within its own container, isolating any system-level libraries which may interfere with those used by other model implementations. In addition to granting this isolation, the container may be designed to provide a full specification of a model's software requirements which will be downloaded and installed upon container instantiation without the necessity of user input. This alleviates the (sometimes significant) challenge of installing all required dependencies for a given model, and allows any model encapsulated in this way to be called using a common format, analogous to the functional wrapping described in Section 2.2.
SMILER accomplishes containerization using Docker [1], and its extension nvidia-docker [2] which supports GPU computing. The only other dependencies for using the SMILER CLI are Python and the click and yaml Python modules.
Note that a GPU is required to efficiently run the deep learning-based models supported by SMILER. It may be possible to run all models with a compatible graphics card with at least 4GB of memory, though it is highly recommended that one use a system with 6GB or more of GPU memory.
It should be mentioned that, although all efforts have been made to eliminate code duplication in order to avoid implementation drift between the MATLAB and Python code bases, there are some support functions in the SMILER MATLAB suite that had to be re-implemented in Python in order for the CLI portion of SMILER to be able to operate independently of a MATLAB license. To ensure that these processing steps are equivalent, we maintain a set of unit tests that can be used to ensure these processing steps remain equivalent in face of future improvements to the SMILER code or new MATLAB versions.
Discussion and Future Directions
We have presented here an overview of the SMILER software package, which provides an open, standardized, and extensible framework for maintaining and executing computational saliency models. The contributions of SMILER are two-fold: a drastic reduction in human effort to set up and run saliency algorithms, and an improvement in the consistency and procedural correctness of results and conclusions produced by different research parties. SMILER is implemented and provided as an open source software project, and it is intended to foster a collaborative research community among researchers interested in exploring computational models of visual salience.
As a continually developing project, it is recommended that users familiarize themselves with SMILER documentation supplied through the GitHub project page to be made aware of any changes or updates not reflected in this document. We encourage researchers to contribute their own saliency models to SMILER, and have included a set of 'skeleton' models in both MATLAB and dockerized container formats to provide a template and guidance for contributors.
